
 

 

MATCH REPORT 
HBE TEAM U12 (39) vs East Sydney Bulldogs (49) 
ROUND 7,  26/05/2019 
LOCATION: Dave Phillips South Oval 
 
 
Round 7 saw HBE come up against the East Sydney Bulldogs. These two teams had not played each other since 
Round 1 where East Sydney had a convincing victory over HBE. 
 
On the blow of the whistle HBE came out attacking, almost scoring a goal in the first 20 seconds of the game. The 
HBE boys seemed to have a fire in their bellies keeping the ball in their forward half for most of the first quarter. Nick 
Martin kicked HBE’s first goal.  
HBE 1-3-(9) to East Sydney 1-1-(7) 
 
East Sydney answered HBE’s play in the 2nd Qtr coming back aggressively. They used their taller boys height to great 
advantage marking over top of the HBE boys. Cash Milner scored HBE’s only goal for the Qtr. 
HBE 2-4-(16) to East Sydney 3-5-(23) 
 
The 3rd Qtr commenced with HBE tackling hard and preventing East Sydney from moving the ball. Billy Baker and 
Matt Nuttall seemed to be everywhere harassing the opposition and pushing the ball down towards their forward 
line. HBE managed to kick 2 goals from 5 opportunities. The pressure HBE applied in defence only allowed East 
Sydney to score 8 point for the Qtr. Cash Milner and Riley Casey kicked HBE’s 2 goals. 
HBE 4-7-(31) to East Sydney 4-7-(31) 
 
With the scores tied, the last Qtr was set to be the nail-biting decider. Both teams played to win and were playing 
hard. Disappointingly, some of the opposition boys started to play dirty taking cheap shots at the HBE players when 
the umpires were not looking.  In the end, both teams were evenly matched but East Sydney scored two goals from 3 
attempts where HBE only scored 1 from their 3 attempts. East Sydney took home the win by only 10 points. 
Billy Baker 1 goal in the last quarter. 
HBE 5-9-(39) to East Sydney 7-7-(49) 
 
Player of the Match: Cash Milner 
 
Report by:   Darryl Hecker 


